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Abstract: We study four-dimensional heterotic flux vacua with N=2 spacetime super-
symmetry. A worldsheet perspective is used to clarify quantization conditions associated
to the fluxes and the constraints these place on the moduli spaces of resulting compactifica-
tions. We propose that these vacua fit naturally in the context of heterotic/IIA duality as
heterotic duals to compactifications on K3-fibered but not elliptically fibered Calabi-Yau
three-folds. We present some examples of such potential dual pairs.
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1 Introduction
String compactifications preserving N=2 super-Poincare´ invariance in four dimensions pro-
vide a demarkation line between comparatively constrained and well-understood vacua with
more supercharges and the murkier N=1 and N=0 string vacua. In the N=2 context, many
questions that would be boring in N>2 theories or very difficult in N<2 theories seem to be
within grasp. One of the most powerful tools at our disposal is type II/ heterotic duality
in four dimensions [1, 2] ( standard reviews are [3, 4] ). The most familiar examples of dual
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pairs are of a type IIA compactification on an elliptically fibered Calabi-Yau three-fold and
a heterotic compactification on the product manifold T 2 ×K3.
The geometries involved can be constrained further by demanding that the moduli
space of the N = 2 theory contains limiting points with local geometry that is recognizably
that of a well-behaved string compactification. For instance, we typically assume that the
moduli space contains the weakly coupled heterotic string that is mapped to a large radius
limit of a IIA compactification on a smooth Calabi-Yau three-fold Y . In this case, under
relatively weak assumptions, one can show that Y must be a K3-fibered manifold [5, 6].
One might also wish to consider a situation where the heterotic conformal field theory is
described by a large radius non-linear sigma model. In this case, the dual Y should admit
an elliptic fibration compatible with the K3 fibration [4].
What happens when the heterotic worldsheet theory does not have a large radius limit?
For instance, we might expect a generic heterotic flux compactification to have this feature;
do such theories have type II duals? The aim of this work is to begin an exploration of these
questions. In brief, our suggestion is that perturbative heterotic flux compactifications,
where the heterotic three-form flux is non-trivial at tree-level in α′, should be naturally
dual to type IIA string theory compactified on a Calabi-Yau manifold that admits a K3
fibration but no compatible elliptic fibration with section. This article will mainly be
concerned with the heterotic worldsheet description of N=2 vacua. Although this subject
has been explored before, we aim to give a fairly complete and comprehensible description of
various requirements for the existence of the vacuum, the geometric realization of certain
required properties of the internal superconformal theory, as well the space of marginal
deformations that preserve these properties.
The general heterotic construction is presented in section 2. The upshot is that the
geometric structure is a principal T 2 bundle X →M over a K3 manifold M equipped with
a vector bundle E → X that admits a Hermitian Yang-Mills connection. T-duality suggests
that the worldsheet consequences of a non-trivial T 2 fibration are similar to choosing E to
be a line bundle over M . Since this informs much of our intuition, we review the structure
of such instantons on K3 in section 3.
In section 4 we turn to discuss potential IIA dual descriptions of various heterotic
flux vacua. We present a few samples of interesting potential duals, obtained by various
choices of fluxes.1 We refer to these as potential duals because at this point our evidence
for duality might be fairly called “zeroth order” : we construct a heterotic flux vacuum
with gauge group G = U(1)n and N0H neutral hypermultiplets and then check whether a
known Calabi-Yau can realize such a massless spectrum. In a future work we plan to study
more detailed checks of the correspondence, for instance by studying details of the vector
moduli space metric and higher derivative corrections.
Finally, in section 5 we discuss fibered WZW models and show that the heterotic pre-
sentation of one of the earliest models figuring in IIA/heterotic duality— the ST model
with NV = 2 and NH = 129 [1]— can be usefully thought of as a flux vacuum. Generaliza-
1In earlier versions this section contained some errors; these are set right in this version. The important
qualitative modification is that it turns out to be much harder to construct examples with small NV .
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tions of this construction will certainly lead to additional interesting examples of heterotic
vacua.
2 A review of heterotic N=2 compactifications
The worldsheet theory for a critical perturbative heterotic string compactification with a
1 + 3-dimensional Minkowski vacuum decomposes into four non-interacting components:
the (c, c) = (4, 6) free (0,1) SCFT describing the Minkowski directions, a unitary “internal”
(0,1) SCFT with (c, c) = (c′, 9), a left-moving current algebra with (c, c) = (22− c′, 0), and
the (0,1) bc − βγ system with (c, c) = (−26,−15). The complete theory should admit a
heterotic GSO projection leading to a tachyon-free spectrum and modular invariance. This
structure is further restricted in vacua with spacetime supersymmetry. Vacua with N=1
spacetime supersymmetry require the internal theory to be a (0,2) SCFT with integral
R-charges [7–9], and N=2 spacetime supersymmetry, the case of interest for this paper,
requires the right-moving superconformal algebra (SCA) to decompose into a product of a
c = 3 and c = 6 algebras with, respectively, (0,2) and (0,4) supersymmetry [10, 11].
The spacetime gauge symmetry provides an important and relatively straightforward
characterization of any perturbative heterotic vacuum.2 There are two ways to construct
vertex operators for the emission of spacetime gauge bosons. If we label the Minkowski
(0,1) multiplets as ( ~X, ~χ), where ~χ are the four right-moving fermions, and denote the spin
field for the β-γ system by e−ϕ, then we have, in the −1-picture [14, 15],
~Vg.b. = e−ϕJL~χei~k· ~X or ~V ′g.b. = e−ϕ∂ ~XΨRei
~k· ~X , (2.1)
where JL is a left-moving current (belonging either to the internal theory or the additional
left-moving current algebra) with conformal weights (h, h) = (1, 0), and ΨR is a right-
moving fermion with (h, h) = (0, 1/2). The latter operator is the lowest component of
a (0,1) superconformal current algebra (SCCA). The existence of SCCAs leads to strong
constraints on the theory [16]. For instance, a theory with a non-abelian SCCA does not
have any massless fermions in the spectrum, while an abelian SCCA is equivalent to a free
compact (0,1) SCFT, and its presence implies that the compactification has a non-chiral
spectrum; moreover, every massless fermion must be neutral with respect to an abelian
SCCA.
A unitary N=2 SCA with c=3 and integral R-charges has a canonical decomposition
into two abelian N=1 SCCAs. This follows from a Sugawara decomposition of the genera-
tors J,G±, T into a pair of free fermions Ψ,Ψ and bosonic currents ∂Z, ∂Z :
J = ΨΨ, G+ = i
√
2Ψ∂Z, G− = i
√
2∂Z, T = −∂Z∂Z − 12(Ψ∂Ψ +Ψ∂Ψ). (2.2)
As a consequence of this, we immediately see that the massless spectrum of a perturbative
heterotic vacuum with N=2 spacetime supersymmetry has two canonical gauge bosons
associated to the two SCCAs. All massless fermions, including the gravitini, are neutral
2Additional, non-perturbative sources of gauge symmetry certainly exist [12] and have important impli-
cations for, among other things, type II/heterotic duality [13].
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with respect to these, and furthermore, these symmetries cannot be either spontaneously
broken or enhanced to a non-abelian symmetry within perturbation theory. Of course this
is not surprising from the spacetime point of view, where we also expect two canonical
gauge bosons — the graviphoton and the partner of the heterotic axio-dilaton. The former
belongs to the gravity multiplet, while the latter is in a vector multiplet.3 Note that in
what follows, when we speak of “the gauge symmetry” of an N=2 theory, we will leave out
the graviphoton.
Having described some general features of perturbative N=2 compactifications, we
will now illustrate how they arise in the case that the internal SCFT can be described by
a heterotic non-linear sigma model. As we will not restrict ourselves to weakly coupled
NLSMs, we should note that our discussion will be a bit formal; for the cases at hand, we
assume that at least some basic properties of the SCFT are accurately reflected by the fields
and Lagrangian of the NLSM — namely, the existence of certain chiral symmetries, and
the central charges can be read off from the fields and Lagrangian. As our examples will
have a large amount of worldsheet supersymmetry, our assumptions are not unreasonable
and perhaps even testable by carefully studying and constraining the structure of quantum
corrections to the worldsheet theory.
2.1 The (0,1) heterotic non-linear sigma model
The classical theory is easily presented in (0,1) superspace.4 We work on a genus zero
Euclidean worldsheet Σ with canonical bundle KΣ and denote the superspace coordinates
by z ≡ (z; z, θ). The superspace covariant derivatives are
D ≡ ∂θ + θ∂¯, Q ≡ ∂θ − θ∂¯,
D2 = ∂¯, Q2 = −∂¯, {D,Q} = 0. (2.3)
Supersymmetry transformations with parameter ξ act as
δξz = δξ(z, z, θ) ≡ (ξQz, ξQz, ξQθ) = (0,−ξθ, ξ), (2.4)
and the (0,1) supercharge Q1 acts on a superfield X by
δξX = ξQ1 ·X ≡ −ξQX. (2.5)
We will have use for two types of multiplets:
Φµ = φµ + iθψµ (bosonic), ΛA = λA + θLA (fermionic). (2.6)
As usual, φµ(z, z), µ = 1, . . . , 6, are local coordinates for the map from Σ to the target
space X, while their partners ψµ are sections of K
1/2
Σ ⊗ φ∗(TX). The λA, A = 1, . . . , 32,
are the left-moving fermions and the LA are auxiliary fields; λ ≡ (λ1, . . . , λ32)T is valued
3The natural multiplet structure for the axio-dilaton is the “vector–tensor” multiplet [17]; it can be
dualized to a standard vector multiplet, at least as far as perturbation theory is concerned.
4Our worldsheet and superspace conventions are those of [15].
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in K
1/2
Σ ⊗ φ∗(E), where E → X is a vector bundle with structure group GE ⊂ SO(32) or
GE ⊂ SO(16) × SO(16).
The classical action is specified in terms of metric g, B-field B on X, and a connection
A on E. We will focus exclusively on connections A that have a regular embedding in so(32)
or so(16) × so(16), so that we can think of A as valued in the appropriate fundamental
representation. More general cases require a more sophisticated worldsheet treatment [18].
The superspace action is then (we set α′ = 2)
S =
1
4π
∫
d2zdθ
{
(gµν +Bµν)∂Φ
µDΦν − ΛT (DΛ+AµDΦµΛ)
}
, (2.7)
and the equations of motion are
DΛ = −AµDΦµΛ,
gνρ∂DΦρ = −(Γνλµ − 12dBνλµ)∂ΦλDΦµ + 12ΛTFνµΛDΦµ. (2.8)
The component action, with auxiliary fields L eliminated by their equations of motion, is
S =
1
4π
∫
d2z
{
(gµν +Bµν)∂φ
µ∂¯φν + gµνψ
µ∂ψν + ∂φλψµψν(Γµλν − 12dBµλν)
+λT (∂¯λ+ ∂¯φµAµλ)− 12λTFµνλψµψν
}
, (2.9)
where F = dA+A2 is the curvature of the connection A. Note that while the kinetic terms
for the left- and right-moving fermions appear to have a very different form, we can use
a vielbein eaµ and its inverse E
aµ to express the action in terms of frame bundle fermions
ψa ≡ eaµψµ with the result
gµνψ
µ∂ψν + ∂φλψµψν(Γµλν − 12dBµλν) = ψT (∂ψ + ∂φµS−µ ψ), (2.10)
where S± denote the spin connection ω twisted by H = dB:
S±abλ = ωabλ ± 12EaσEbνHσλν . (2.11)
2.2 The Green-Schwarz mechanism and the one-loop effective action
The classical action is invariant under gauge transformations
δǫλ = ǫλ and δǫA = −∇ǫ = −dǫ− [A, ǫ], (2.12)
where the gauge parameter ǫ is pulled back from the target space. Similarly, the action is
invariant under Lorentz transformations5
δκψ = κψ and δκω = −∇κ = −dκ− [ω, κ]. (2.13)
5Note that ∇ denotes both the gauge and Lorentz-covariant derivative in the target space.
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As is well-known, these transformations are in general anomalous [7, 19]. Demanding that
the symmetries are preserved requires non-trivial transformations of the B-field, and the
resulting Bianchi identity leads to the global constraint p1(TX) = p1(E). This is of course
the worldsheet manifestation of the Green-Schwarz mechanism.
Even if the Bianchi identity is satisfied, we might worry whether the counter-terms
required to preserve the gauge invariance are (0,1) supersymmetric. Fortunately, this is
the case [19], with the result a delicate combination of local counter-terms and non-local
non-covariant terms in the effective action. We will have use for the particular form of these
terms, so we review the details of the computation of [19] in appendix A. The result of the
background field computation is that to quadratic order in A and S+ the non-covariant
contribution from the one-loop effective action is a sum of three terms:
∆S = ∆SA +∆SS+ − Sc.t.. (2.14)
Sc.t. is a local term
Sc.t. = − 1
8π
∫
d2zdθ
[
tr{AµAν} − tr{S+µ S+ν }
]
∂ΦµDΦν . (2.15)
Note that tr{· · · } denotes either the fundamental of so(32) or so(6), depending on whether
the argument is a gauge or Lorentz object. As the name suggests, this contribution is
canceled by adding Sc.t., a finite local counter-term, to the action. The “truly non-local”
contributions are
∆SA = −
∫
d2z1d
2z2
(4π)2z12
dθ2dθ1 tr{A1µdA2λρ}D1Φµ1D2Φλ2∂2Φρ2,
∆SS+ = +
∫
d2z1d
2z2
(4π)2z12
dθ2dθ1 tr{S+1µdS+2λρ}D1Φµ1D2Φλ2∂2Φρ2. (2.16)
Here the subscripts denote the superspace coordinates of the fields and derivatives; for
example, A1µ ≡ Aµ(Φ(z1)), D1 ≡ ∂θ1 + θ1∂¯1, etc. Note the obvious but useful fact that
∆SS+ is obtained from ∆SA by switching the overall sign and replacing A → S+.
While the effective action is explicitly (0,1) supersymmetric, it is not gauge-invariant.
The supersymmetry identity
D1z−112 = 2π(θ1 − θ2)δ2(z12, z12) (2.17)
shows that under linearized transformations δǫA = −dǫ and δκS+ = −dκ, the action
transforms by a local term
δ∆S =
1
8π
∫
d2zdθ(tr{ǫdAµν} − tr{κdS+µν})∂ΦµDΦν . (2.18)
This variation is canceled by postulating the B-field transformation
δB = −1
2
tr{ǫdA}+ 1
2
tr{κdS+}. (2.19)
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That means the gauge-invariant three-form is
H ≡ dB − 1
2
CS3(A) + 1
2
CS3(S+), CS3(A) ≡ tr{AdA + 23A3}. (2.20)
The result has been obtained to quadratic order in A and S+, but we expect (and will
assume) that inclusion of the higher order terms will lead to the non-linear covariant form.
2.3 Anomalies and relevant characteristic classes
Having reviewed the (0,1) NLSM and the mechanism of anomaly cancelation, we will now
discuss some global conditions necessary for consistent perturbative heterotic compactifi-
cations in the RNS formalism.
Restoring α′ and evaluating dH leads to the familiar form of the Bianchi identity
dH = α
′
4
(tr{R2+} − tr{F2}), (2.21)
where R+ = dS+ + S2+ is the curvature of the twisted spin connection. This leads to a
topological condition on the first Pontryagin classes of E and TX . As the normalization of
these will play a role in our analysis, we will quickly review a few basic facts about these
classes. This is standard and classic, see e.g. [20, 21] for differential aspects and [22] for
the algebraic topology.
Given a connection A for a principal G-bundle P → X, the first Pontryagin class is a
basic topological invariant constructed from the curvature F = dA+A2:
p1(g) = − 1
8π2hg
Tr{F2} ∈ H4(X,Z). (2.22)
Here g is the Lie algebra of G, hg is the dual Coxeter number, and Tr{· · · }, the trace in
the adjoint representation, is normalized so that the highest root has length-squared 2.
In this work we are interested in heterotic gauge bundles that are constructible by
starting with a free fermion representation of E8×E8 or Spin(32)/Z2 and gauging a subset
of the global symmetries. Thus it is natural to think of a rank k vector bundle E with asso-
ciated principal bundle as above, and we will write p1(E) for the corresponding Pontryagin
class. The Bianchi identity (2.21) implies p1(E) = p1(TX) in H
4(X,R).
In general, a compactification that solves the Bianchi identity still suffers from a global
anomaly [23–25] if a Stiefel-Whitney class w1(E) or w2(E) is non-zero. For a Hermitian
bundle E this anomaly is absent provided
c1(E) = 0 mod 2. (2.23)
The spacetime origin of this condition is not too hard to understand. Consider, for example,
a compactification of the E8×E8 string with bundle E and gE ⊂ so(16) ⊂ e8. The ten-
dimensional e8 gauge bosons decompose as 248 = 120 ⊕ 128 under the so(16), and all of
these correspond to (possibly massive) states in the theory; however, in order for an so(16)
bundle to have spinor representations, E must have vanishing second Stiefel-Whitney class
– 7 –
— w2(E) = 0 [26].
6 If E is Hermitian, then w2(E) = c1(E) mod 2, and we recover the
familiar condition on the first Chern class. For even more mundane reasons X must be
spin, so that w1(TX) = w2(TX) = 0 as well. Finally, note that for an orientable vector
bundle E we have [22]
p1(E) = w2(E)
2 mod 2. (2.24)
Consequently, if w1(E) = w2(E) = 0, then p1(E) ∈ H4(X, 2Z). The Bianchi identity is
then required to hold in integral cohomology [23, 24] as
1
2
p1(E) − 1
2
p1(TX) = 0 ∈ H4(X,Z). (2.25)
2.4 Constraints from (0,2)+(0,4) supersymmetry
We will now review the conditions under which (0,1) supersymmetry of the NLSM is
enhanced to the full (0,2)+(0,4) necessary for N=2 spacetime supersymmetry.7 These
were considered in [27], but the presentation we will now give will be a bit simpler and will
close a small gap in the arguments of [27].
A good starting point for the constraints is to demand that the NLSM give a realization
of the c = 3 algebra of (2.2). In order for this symmetry to be manifest in the geometric
description, the metric gµν must have two commuting isometries ∂/∂θ
I , which means the
target space X takes the form of a T 2 fibration X →M , with metric
g = ĝij(y)dy
idyj + GIJ(y)ΘIΘJ , ΘI ≡ dθI +AIi (y)dyi, (2.26)
where the yi are local coordinates onM , the connections AI describe the fibration structure,
and GIJ is some (possibly base-dependent) metric in the fiber directions. Similarly, the
gauge connection and B-field can be decomposed as
A = Â+ aIΘI = Âi(y)dyi + aI(y)ΘI ,
B = B̂ + B˜IΘ
I + 12bǫIJΘ
IΘJ = 12B̂ij(y)dy
idyj + B˜Ii(y)dy
iΘI + 12bǫIJΘ
IΘJ . (2.27)
The tree-level superspace action (2.7) splits as S = Sbase + Sfib with
8
4πSbase =
∫ [
(ĝij + B̂ij)∂Φ
iDΦj − ΛT (DΛ + ÂiDΦiΛ)
]
,
4πSfib =
∫ [
(GIJ + bǫIJ)DzΦIDθΦJ + B˜Ij(∂ΦjDθΦI −DzΦIDΦj) + ΛTaIΛDθΦI
]
,
(2.28)
6We also require w1(E) = 0; however, that is a much weaker condition: for instance, it is satisfied for
any compact simply connected base space, or whenever E is Hermitian.
7The connection between (0,2) supersymmetry enhancement in the NLSM and N=1 spacetime super-
symmetry was explored much earlier in [7, 8].
8In this section we will omit the superspace measure d2z dθ when it is not likely to cause confusion.
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where Φi (ΦI) correspond to the base (fiber) coordinates, and the covariant derivatives are
DzΦ
I ≡ ∂ΦI +AIi (Φ)∂Φi, DzΦI ≡ ∂¯ΦI +AIi (Φ)∂¯Φi, DθΦI ≡ DΦI +AIi (Φ)DΦi.
(2.29)
Expanding these in components we find
DzΦ
I = Dzφ
I + iθ(∂ΨI + F Iijψ
i∂φj),
DzΦ
I = Dzφ
I + iθ(∂¯ΨI + F Iijψ
i∂¯φj),
DθΦI = iΨI + θ(DzφI − 12F Iijψiψj), (2.30)
where F I = dAI , ΨI ≡ ψI+AIiψi, and the bosonic derivatives are DzφI = ∂φI+Aii∂φi and
similarly for Dzφ
I . Note that all of these quantities are invariant under the Kaluza-Klein
gauge symmetries δfΦ
I = f I(Φi) and δfA
I = −df I .
We can give a similar expansion of the non-local terms in (2.16). We have
∆SA = −
∫
d2z2dθ2
∫
d2z1dθ1
1
(4π)2z12
tr{XA1YA2}, where
XA ≡ ÂiDΦi + aIDθΦI ,
YA ≡ (dÂij + aIF Iij)DΦi∂Φj + aI,j(DΦjDzΦI −DθΦI∂Φj). (2.31)
To obtain ∆SS+ from ∆SA write S+ = Ŝ++s+I ΘI ; now flip the sign of ∆SA and substitute
Â → Ŝ+, a→ s+.
The torus symmetries
The chiral symmetries necessary for the c = 3 algebra require that the background be
chosen such that ∂ΨI = 0 up to equations of motion and that
δvΦ
I = vI(z), δvΛ = −vI(z)aIΛ (2.32)
are symmetries of the action. Under a variation δΦI we find δSbase = 0, and
4πδSfib =
∫
δΦI
[
−2GIJ∂DθΦJ + (dB˜Ijk + (GIJ − bǫIJ)F Jjk)∂ΦjDΦk
−(GIJ + bǫIJ),k∂ΦkDθΦJ − (GIJ − bǫIJ),kDΦkDzΦJ −D(ΛTaIΛ)
]
.
(2.33)
We also find
δ∆SA =
1
8π
∫
δΦI tr{aIYA + ∂aIXA}+
∫
2
∫
1
1
(4π)2z12
δΦI1 tr{D1a1I(Y2A − ∂2X2A)},
(2.34)
as well as a similar term for δ∆SS+ .
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To obtain ∂ΨI = 0 as an equation of motion requires the variation of the full action
to be proportional to δΦIEIJ∂DθΦJ for some invertible EIJ . Clearly this places strong
constraints on the background geometry. To start, consider the contributions to (2.33)
that involve the Λ multiplets. Using the Λ equations of motion these can be rewritten as
−D(ΛTaIΛ) = −ΛT ∇̂iaIΛDΦi + ΛT [aI ,aJ ]ΛDθΦJ . (2.35)
Here ∇̂ = d+ Â is the gauge-covariant derivative on the base. These contributions cannot
be canceled by any others, so we obtain our first constraints on the background:
∇̂aI = 0, [aI ,aJ ] = 0. (2.36)
These conditions imply that F has no fiber components:
F = F̂ + aIF I . (2.37)
Next we will examine the non-local terms in the variation. Here we face an awkward
issue since the terms quadratic in A and S+ are not by themselves explicitly covariant.
On the other hand, we expect the conditions on the background to be covariant, so we will
assume that inclusion of the higher order contributions will yield covariant expressions.
With this assumption we see that since ∇̂aI = daI + [Â,aI ], we can neglect derivatives of
aI in δ∆SA. The variation of ∆SA is then purely local:
δ∆SA = − 1
8π
∫
δΦI tr{aI(dÂjk + aJF Jjk)}DΦk∂Φj. (2.38)
The remaining non-local term from δ∆SS+ must vanish by itself, which leads to ds
+
I = 0 to
leading order in the background. The obvious covariant form of this condition is ∇̂s+I = 0,
and the remaining variation of δ∆SS+ is
δ∆SS+ =
1
8π
∫
δΦI tr{s+I (dŜ+jk + s+J F Jjk)}DΦk∂Φj. (2.39)
Since now all terms in δ∆S are proportional to ∂ΦiDΦj, the terms proportional to ∂ΦjDθΦK
and DΦjDzΦK in (2.33) must vanish by themselves. Thus, we find another constraint:
G and b are constant over M . (2.40)
The latter condition means
dB = dB̂ − B˜IF I + (dB˜I − bǫIJF J)ΘI , (2.41)
and expanding the gauge-invariant three form H in a similar horizontal-vertical decompo-
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sition H = Ĥ + H˜IΘI we find
Ĥ = dB̂ − B˜IF I − 12(CS3(Â) + tr{aIÂ}F I) + 12 (CS3(Ŝ+) + tr{s+I Ŝ+}F I),
H˜I = dB˜I − bǫIJF J − 12(tr{aI(2F̂ + aJF J)} − d tr{aIÂ})
+ 12(tr{s+I (2R̂+ + s+J F J)} − d tr{s+I Ŝ+}). (2.42)
Comparing the remaining terms in the variation with H˜I , we see that
4πδS =
∫
δΦI
[
−2GIJ∂DθΦJ + (GIJF Jjk + H˜Ijk)∂ΦjDΦk
]
. (2.43)
Thus, we will obtain the desired equation of motion ∂ΨI = 0 if
H˜I = −GIJF J . (2.44)
The conditions in (2.36, 2.40, 2.44), together with ∇̂s+I = 0, are also sufficient to ensure
that the action possesses the expected chiral symmetry (2.32).
Using (2.44) and (2.40) we find another important simplification on the background:
s+I = 0. To see this, write the metric g and (torsion-free, metric-compatible) spin connec-
tion ω with base(fiber) frame indices a, b (A,B) as
g = êa ⊗ êa + GIJΘI ⊗ΘJ , ω = ω̂ + ω˜IΘI . (2.45)
A short computation shows ω̂ab is the spin connection for the base metric ĝ, and the
remaining non-vanishing components of ω̂, ω˜ are
ω̂Ab = −12 êaFAab, ω̂bA = +12 êaFBabGBA, ω˜aIb = 12FAbaGAI . (2.46)
Plugging this into the expression for S+ in (2.11) yields
s+abI =
1
2F
A
baGAI + 12dB˜Iba. (2.47)
We expect the proper covariant form s+I to be given by replacing dB˜Iba → H˜Iba, and
from (2.44) we conclude that
s+I = 0. (2.48)
This means that the curvature R+ has no fiber components, and since the same is true of
F , the characteristic classes in the Bianchi identity are purely horizontal:
dH = −12 tr{(F̂ + aIF I)2}+ 12 tr{R2+}. (2.49)
Remaining conditions
We will now discuss the remaining conditions that lead to the NLSM with a manifest
(0,2)+(0,4) symmetry [27]. Having ensured that the fiber fermions ΨI behave as the free
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fermions of the (0,2) algebra, the U(1)R symmetry of the (0,2) algebra is generated by
r ·ΨI = −iIIJΨJ , r · ψi = 0. (2.50)
For r to be a symmetry of the action I must be constant and G-compatible.
The SU(2)R symmetry generators Ra leave the Ψ
I invariant and act on the base
fermions by
Ra · ψi = −iKiajψj − iK˜iaJψJ . (2.51)
Requiring that the action is invariant leads to K˜a = 0 as well as
Kiakĝij +Kiaj ĝik = 0, KiakF Jij + F JkiKiaj = 0, KiakF̂ij + F̂kiKiaj ,
∇̂+j Kiak ≡ ∇̂jKiak + 12(Ĥij mKmak − Ĥmj kKiam) = 0. (2.52)
Here F̂ = dÂ+ Â2. In order to realize the SU(2) algebra on the fields we should also have
[Ka,Kb] = 2ǫabcKc.
Recall the manner in which the (0,1) supersymmetry is enhanced to (0,2) [7, 8]. Given
the R-symmetry generator R, the known supercharge Q1, and the translation generator
P = Q21 = ∂¯, we can define a second supersymmetry generator Q2 ≡ i[Q1,R] and demand
that these operators close to the (0,2) algebra with non-trivial commutators
[R,QA] = iǫABQB, {QA,QB} = 2δABP . (2.53)
It is not hard to show using the Jacobi identity that this will hold if R and P commute
and Q1 = i[R,Q2].
In the case at hand there are a number of (0,2) sub-algebras with R = ±r+Ra; closure
requires I and Ka to be complex structures for the fiber and base directions, respectively.
In a similar fashion we can construct the remaining generators of (0,2)+(0,4) and check
closure of the full algebra. This does not lead to additional constraints [27]. Since we will
perform a similar computation in section 5, we will not discuss it further here.
Geometric interpretation
Using K2a = −1 and [Ka,Kb] = 2ǫabcKc, we find KaKb = −δab1+ǫabcKc. This, together with
the metric compatibility condition, shows that the base manifold M is a hyper-Hermitian
surface [28] with a triplet of Hermitian forms (Ja)ij = Kkaiĝkj. These can be shown to
satisfy
dJa = β ∧ Ja, (2.54)
where β is a closed 1-form determined solely by the base metric ĝ. The remaining conditions
in (2.52) constrain Ĥ = − ∗ĝ β and the F J and F̂ to be (1,1) with respect to all three
complex structures. The latter is equivalent to F J and F̂ being anti-self-dual.
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Compact hyper-Hermitian surfaces were classified in [29].9 The result is that M is
conformal to one of the following: T 4 with its flat metric, K3 with its hyper-Ka¨hler metric,
or a Hopf surface. Examination of the Bianchi identity shows that M = T 4 requires the
fibration to be trivial [32]. Hopf surfaces [33] are excluded for a more subtle reason: the
resulting total space X does not admit a conformally balanced metric, or equivalently, does
not have a holomorphically trivial canonical bundle [27].10
So, to summarize, (0,2)+(0,4) supersymmetry implies that the NLSM target space X
is either T 6 without flux, or it is a (possibly trivial) principal T 2 bundle over M = K3
with ASD connections AI . The gauge bundle data is an ASD connection Â together with a
choice of covariantly constant and commuting “Wilson lines” aI . Duality arguments [37],
as well as explicit existence results [32, 38] show that the requisite connections and metric
ĝ exist. The resulting NLSM describes a heterotic vacuum with N=2 supersymmetry at
one loop in α′.
2.5 Moduli and flux quantization
Given the existence of a perturbative N=2 vacuum, the next natural question is the char-
acterization of its vector- and hypermultiplet moduli spaces. While describing the full
geometry is not so simple, at least finding the dimensions is reasonably straightforward.
To orient the discussion in the flux case, consider the trivial fibration X = T 2 × K3. In
this case the moduli are arranged as follows.
1. The gauge-neutral hypermultiplets correspond to moduli of the ASD connection Â
and the geometric (including the B-field) moduli of the K3.
2. The axio-dilaton resides in a privileged vector multiplet; we described how the cor-
responding gauge boson arises from the right-moving SCCA.
3. The remaining vector moduli consist of the constant Wilson lines aI in the Cartan
subalgebra of the spacetime gauge group, as well as the two parameters τ and ρ for
the complex structure and complexified Ka¨hler form on T 2.
How does this picture change in a flux vacuum? The axio-dilaton structure remains
unchanged. The gauge-neutral hypermultiplets correspond to moduli of Â and the base
geometry that preserve the (0,2)+(0,4) conditions. The resulting restrictions on the geo-
metric moduli are well-understood: they are essentially the same as those that arise in the
case of abelian instantons discussed in section 3.1. In this section we will concentrate on
the vector moduli associated to the torus.
These are clearly modified since the left-moving symmetries δφI = vI(z) are explicitly
broken by the non-trivial curvatures F I .11 On the other hand, nothing in our construction
9We are interested in compact backgrounds; there has also been recent work on related non-compact
heterotic backgrounds, e.g. [30, 31].
10From the spacetime point of view triviality of the canonical bundle is a consequence of the vanishing
dilatino variation necessary for N=1 spacetime supersymmetry [34]; it also emerges as a condition of (0,2)
superconformal invariance [35, 36].
11This assumes that the F I are linearly independent; a left-moving symmetry and corresponding gauge
boson can be preserved if the F I are linearly dependent in H2(M, 2piZ).
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so far has placed any restrictions on the torus metric and B-field G and b. As we will now
argue, the requisite restrictions arise due to quantization conditions on H. In general such
quantization conditions arise from a proper interpretation of the heterotic B-field [39], and
the case at hand is a nice illustration of the general notions. For us the basic point is
that unlike in the familiar type II case, where B is a connection on an abelian gerbe, so
that H ∈ H3(X, 4π2α′Z) [40, 41], in the heterotic case B is a torsor over the group of
connections on abelian gerbes: i.e. given a B for fixed E and X, any other B′ for the same
data arises as B′ = B +Bg for some unique gerbe connection Bg.
12
Significance of H˜I = −GIJF J
To describe the quantization conditions, we first return to (2.42) and rewrite it by using
H˜I = −GIJF J and s+I = 0. Restoring α′, this leads to
d
(
B˜I +
α′
4 tr{aIÂ}
)
= −(G∗IJ − bǫIJ)F J + α
′
2 tr{aIF̂},
Ĥ = dB̂ −
(
B˜I +
α′
4 tr{aIÂ}
)
F I − α′4 CS3(Â) + α
′
4 CS3(Ŝ+), (2.55)
where
G∗IJ ≡ GIJ − α
′
4 tr{aIaJ}. (2.56)
Note that ∇̂aI = 0 implies G∗IJ is constant and tr{aIF̂} is closed.
Let us consider the gauge, Lorentz, and gerbe transformations of B in more detail.
Parametrizing the transformations by, respectively, ǫ, κ, and the one-form Λ = Λ̂ + Λ˜IΘ
I ,
we find that the components of B transform as
δB̂ = dΛ̂ + (Λ˜I − α′4 tr{ǫaI})F I − α
′
4 tr{ǫdÂ}+ α
′
4 tr{κdŜ+},
δB˜I = dΛ˜I − α′4 tr{ǫdaI}, δb = 0. (2.57)
We can usefully untangle some of these transformations via the redefinitions
B˜′I ≡ B˜I + α
′
4 tr{aIÂ}, Λ˜′I ≡ Λ˜I − α
′
4 tr{ǫaI}, (2.58)
which lead to
δB̂ = dΛ̂ + Λ˜′IF
I − α′4 tr{ǫdÂ}+ α
′
4 tr{κdŜ+}, δb = 0. (2.59)
while the B˜′I satisfy
dB˜′I = −(G∗IJ − bǫIJ)F J + α
′
2 tr{aIF̂}, δB˜′I = dΛ′I . (2.60)
Evidently, B˜′I behave as connections on two line bundles, and the curvatures dB˜
′
I have to
be separately quantized. To determine the precise quantization conditions, we note that
12A precise formulation of this may be found in [42]; we thank S. Katz for pointing out this reference.
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the Bianchi identity takes the form
dĤ = −dB˜′IF I − α
′
4 tr{F̂2}+ α
′
4 tr{R̂2+}. (2.61)
The cohomological Bianchi identity is then given by
− dB˜
′
I
2πα′
F I
2π
+ 12p1(Ê)− 12p1(TM ) = 0 ∈ H4(M,Z). (2.62)
Since the last two terms are quantized, the first term must be quantized as well, and we see
that the integrality is preserved under shifts of dB˜′I by elements of H
2(M, 2πα′Z). Thus,
we conclude that the appropriate quantization condition for dB˜′I is
dB˜′I = −(G∗IJ − bǫIJ)F J + α
′
2 tr{aIF̂} ∈ H2(M, 2πα′Z). (2.63)
Setting for the moment tr{aIF̂} = 0, we see that for linearly independent F I this leads to
a quantization of G∗ and b.
It is straightforward to include the modifications when aIF̂ 6= 0; however, giving a
general discussion of the possibilities is a bit awkward. Instead of doing so, we will point out
two important cases. First, when Â is an irreducible connection, i.e. where the holonomy
of the connection is the expected group GE , then ∇̂aI = 0 requires aI to be constant
and valued in g′, the commutant of gE in so(16) × so(16) or so(32). It is easy to see this
when GE = SO(k) or GE = U(k); to illustrate this, we will examine the former case.
Decomposing the connection and Wilson lines as
A =
(
Â 0
0 0
)
, aI =
(
aI bI
−bTI a′I
)
, (2.64)
we find that ∇̂aI = 0 holds iff da′I = 0, while aI and bI are covariantly constant and, in
particular, invariant under parallel transport. If either of these is non-zero, then it must
be that the holonomy group of the connection is a proper subgroup of SO(k), and hence
the connection is reducible.
Thus, we see that when the connection is irreducible aIF̂ = 0. In this case the
spacetime gauge algebra is g′, and the commuting constant Wilson lines a′I ∈ g′ parametrize
the Coulomb branch for the g′ vector multiplets. Note, however, that the quantization
condition does involve these aI , since it is G∗ and not G that is quantized.
When the connection Â is reducible, tr{aIF̂} need not be zero. A simple example of
this is obtained by taking GE = SO(2). In the fundamental representation appropriate to
the free fermion construction we have (ignoring the commutant)
F̂ =
(
0 F
−F 0
)
, aI =
(
0 wI
−wI 0
)
, (2.65)
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so that the quantization condition reads
−(G∗IJ − bǫIJ)F J − α′wIF ∈ H2(M, 2πα′Z). (2.66)
As long as F I and F1 define linearly independent classes there are separate quantization
conditions on G∗, b and wI . However, if there is a linear dependence, say F = mJF J , then
the quantization conditions are weaker:
−G∗IJ + bǫIJ − 2α′wImJ ∈ α′Z, (2.67)
leaving the wI unfixed. However, in this case we also expect an additional massless gauge
boson, and the wI will be the scalars in the corresponding vector multiplet.
3 Instantons on K3
In this section we will review a few results on characteristic classes and instantons on a
K3 manifold M . These will be useful in constructing explicit examples of N = 2 heterotic
vacua. For the most part this is standard material, with nice presentations in [43, 44].
First, we note that if the SO(d) structure of a manifold X is reduced to SU(d), then
p1(TX) = 2 ch2(TX). Thus, for M we have p1(TM ) = −48.13
Given a vector bundle E → M with structure group a connected simple group GE ,
we can form an associated principal GE bundle P → M . The topological classification of
such bundles on compact connected four-dimensional Riemannian manifolds is discussed
in the appendix of [45]. The result is that for simply connected GE the bundles P →
M are classified by the first Pontryagin class. When GE is not simply connected, one
more topological invariant is needed — a choice of a map from the classifying space to
H2(M,π1(GE)). Indeed we already encountered an example of this invariant for GE =
SO(k): the Stiefel-Whitney class w2(E) ∈ H2(M,Z2).
The moduli space M(A) of anti-self-dual (ASD) connections (when such connections
exist) modulo gauge transformations has quaternionic dimension determined by an index
computation combined with some vanishing theorems [20]14
N0H ≡ dimHM(A) = −hg
p1(E)
2
− dim g . (3.1)
For ASD connections p1(E) < 0; for example, for G = SU(n) we have p1(E) = −2c2(E)
and N0H = nc2(E)− n2 + 1.
Unlike the more involved case of HYM connections over higher dimensional Calabi-Yau
manifolds, there is no possibility of higher obstructions: given a smooth HYM connection
over a smooth M , the N0H deformations of the connection, as well as the deformations of
the Calabi-Yau metric and B-field on M can all be integrated to finite deformations.
13By an abuse of notation, p1 will denote the differential form, the corresponding cohomology class, or
its integral over the K3, as follows from the context.
14See [46, 47] for an in-depth discussion of existence of ASD connections, as well as conditions when the
virtual dimension computed by the index is the actual dimension of the moduli space.
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3.1 Abelian instantons
The moduli space of irreducible connections is compactified by including reducible con-
nections. Some of these correspond to point-like instantons and lead either to strongly
coupled CFT (when the zero-size instanton is located on a smooth point in M) [48] or
important string non-perturbative effects (when the zero-size instanton is located at a sin-
gularity) [12]. The latter have been used to great effect in [13]. In this work we will stick
to theories where the NLSM is a good description, so we will not discuss the zero-size
instantons. However, there are plenty of reducible connections where the theory remains
weakly coupled. Perhaps the nicest example of such limiting points is provided by abelian
instantons, where the structure group is reduced to U(1)m, or equivalently, the vector bun-
dle splits as E = ⊕aLa for some holomorphic line bundles La on M . Line bundles on M
are characterized by Pic(M) ≡ H(1,1)(M,C)∩H2(M,Z), and for generic complex structure
Pic(M) will be empty. Let J and Ω be, respectively, the Ka¨hler and holomorphic (2,0)
forms on M . Then denoting by · the intersection product H2(M)×H2(M)→ H4(M) we
have the familiar conditions [3]
2!J · J = Ω · Ω > 0, Ω · J = Ω · Ω = 0. (3.2)
Accounting for an SU(2) rotation of (J,ReΩ, ImΩ), these specify a 58-dimensional family
of SU(2) structures on M ; by Yau’s theorem each point in this moduli space determines a
unique hyper-Ka¨hler metric on M . As is familiar, the moduli space of the corresponding
(0,4) conformal theory includes a choice of closed B ∈ H2(M,R), leading to a quaternionic-
Ka¨hler moduli space of real dimension 80.15
If we demand that M also admits a holomorphic line bundle La with connection
Aa and curvature Fa then c1(La) =
1
2πFa ∈ Pic(M); i.e. Ω · c1(La) = 0. If we also
demand that the curvature Fa is ASD, then J · Fa = 0. Thus, every linearly independent
c1(La) ∈ Pic(M) reduces the real dimension of compatible metrics by 3. The Green-
Schwarz mechanism leads to an additional reduction in the CFT moduli space. This follows
from (2.19) because under global gauge transformations with constant parameters ǫa the
B-field shifts by δB = −12ǫaFa, so that the B-field moduli, instead of residing in H2(M,R)
are actually characterized by H2(M,R)/{span{Fa} ⊂ H2(M,R)}. Thus, if E = ⊕kaLa with
k linearly independent classes c1(La), then the quaternionic dimension of the CFT moduli
space is reduced by k.
The left-moving current algebra is also affected by the non-trivial abelian instan-
tons. Very naively, one might think that the current algebra should be the commutant
of gE ⊂ so(32) or e8⊕ e8; however, the gauge transforming components of the B-field act
as Stu¨ckelberg fields that give masses to the U(1)k gauge bosons. The spacetime interpre-
tation of this phenomenon goes back to [50]; it has been discussed in the K3 context in,
for instance, [44, 51], and more recently in the context of F-theory/heterotic compactifica-
15This is a bit imprecise since shifting B by a class in H2(M, 2piα′Z) will leave the action invariant; in
what follows we will neglect this, as well as additional discrete structure on the moduli space. More details
can be found in [3, 49].
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tions on Calabi-Yau three-folds in [52, 53]. The worldsheet mechanism has been recently
discussed in [54].
Some massless spectra
Let us describe some examples of heterotic compactifications with 8 supercharges and
abelian instantons; in what follows we will see a very similar structure for heterotic flux
vacua. For concreteness we work with the Spin(32)/Z2 string.
To descirbe the line bundle E = ⊕ma=1La in the free fermion construction we group the
32 fermions λA into mWeyl fermions λa and their conjugates λ
a
and 32−2m free fermions
ξα. The kinetic term of the λa is
1
4π
λ
a
(∂¯λa + i∂¯φjAajλ
a), (3.3)
and Fa = dAa ∈ 2πH2(M,Z). The anomaly cancelation conditions are then
c1(E) =
∑
a
c1(La) = 0 mod 2, p1(E) = 2 ch2(E) =
∑
a
c1(La)
2 = −48. (3.4)
Assuming that we can make the corresponding NLSM weakly coupled, the naive spec-
trum of massless fermions has a simple presentation [55]. This is especially true for the
Spin(32)/Z2 string since, unlike in the E8×E8 string, all massless states arise in the (NS,R)
sector. Labeling the right-moving fermion zero modes ψ
ı
and ψi, we take the ground state
to be annihilated by the ψi, so that the low energy states take the form
(left-moving excitations)× ωı1···ık(φ, φ)ψ
ı1 · · ·ψık |0〉, (3.5)
where ω belongs to an appropriate Dolbeault cohomology group. The possible left-moving
GSO-invariant left-moving excitations either involve λA−1/2λ
B
−1/2 or ∂φ
i. Ignoring the com-
plex conjugate states to avoid double-counting, the possible states are
ξαξβω|0〉, ω ∈ H0(M,OM ), so(32 − 2m) gauginos;
ξAλaω|0〉, ω ∈ H1(M,La), charged hyperinos;
λaλbω|0〉, ω ∈ H1(M,La ⊗ Lb), so(32− 2m)-neutral hyperinos;
λaλ
b
ω|0〉, a > b, ω ∈ H1(M,La ⊗ L∗b), so(32− 2m)-neutral hyperinos;
λaλ
a
ω|0〉, ω ∈ H0(M,OM ) m u(1) gauginos;
λaλ
b
ω|0〉, a > b ω ∈ H0(M,La ⊗ L∗b) possible additional gauginos;
∂φiω|0〉, ω ∈ H1(M,T ∗), 20 neutral K3 hyperinos.
(3.6)
As discussed above, the last two types of states mix, and only certain linear combinations
are massless. If all m classes c1(La) are linearly independent in H
2(M,R), then all of the
U(1)m gauginos are massive, and there remain 20 − m K3 moduli. Linear dependence
will lead to enhanced gauge symmetries and additional moduli, but for simplicity we will
stick to the case of m independent classes. In a theory with 8 supercharges we need not
worry about higher order obstructions, so that every first order deformation we find can
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be integrated up to a finite deformation. In this case we can use the index theorem to
compute the number of massless states.16 The Hirzebruch-Riemann-Roch theorem for a
Hermitian bundle E on M states that
χ(E) ≡ h0(E)− h1(E) + h2(E) =
∫
M
ch(E)Td(M) = 2 rankE + ch2(E), (3.7)
which for a line bundle L on M reduces to the familiar [56]
χ(L) = 2 + 12c1(L)
2. (3.8)
This is clearly an integer since the intersection form on M is even. Applying this to
the states above, we find that the massless spectrum consists of the so(32 − 2m) vector
multiplets, N+H hypers in the fundamental representation of so(32 − 2m) and N0H neutral
hypers with
N0H = 20−m−
∑
a>b
[χ(La ⊗ Lb) + χ(La ⊗ L∗b)] = 20−m+ (48 − 2m)(m− 1),
N+H = [−
∑
a
χ(La)]× (32− 2m) = (24− 2m)× (32− 2m), (3.9)
where we used
∑
a c1(La)
2 = −48. We can see that NV −NH = 244 as is appropriate for
a perturbative heterotic spectrum in 6 dimensions.
This six-dimensional theory can be compactified further on T 2; by turning on Wilson
lines for the gauge fields along the torus, i.e. the vector multiplet moduli in the four-
dimensional theory, we can break so(32 − 2m) → u(1)⊕(16−m); at a sufficiently generic
point this also lifts all of the charged matter hypers. Combining the resulting massless
states with the three U(1) vector multiplets due to T 2, we find a four-dimensional theory
with
NV = 19 −m, NH = 20−m+ 2(24 −m)(m− 1). (3.10)
The same progression of NV (m) and NH(m) can be obtained by a slight variation of
the four-dimensional construction. At a fixed m we can go to the origin of the Coulomb
branch, recovering so(32−2m) gauge group and corresponding charged hypers; we can then
partially Higgs the theory from so(32−2m)→ so(30−2m) and go on the Coulomb branch
of so(30− 2m). The resulting change of spectrum is exactly the same as that obtained by
changing m→ m+ 1.
Interpreting these spectra in terms of potential IIA duals leads to a set of Calabi-Yau
16As usual, we assume that we are at a generic enough point in the moduli space such that the index the-
orem accurately describes the spectrum; indeed, we already assumed this in listing the relevant cohomology
groups in the table.
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manifolds Ym , m = 1, . . . , 12, with Hodge numbers
(h1,1, h1,2) ∈ {(18, 18), (17, 61), (16, 100), (15, 135), (14, 166), (13, 193), (12, 216),
(11, 235), (10, 250), (9, 261), (8, 268), (7, 271)}. (3.11)
All of these are realized by known constructions.17
3.2 Criteria for smooth M
The list of models above terminates at m = 12. A reason to distrust the results for
m > 12 is that N+H becomes negative; however, in our geometric description there is a
more direct way of identifying a problem. Recall that a K3 M is singular if and only if
Pic(M) contains a −2 curve of zero size [3, 57]. Equivalently, M is singular if and only if it
admits an abelian instanton with c1(L)
2 = −2. Since the K3 intersection lattice is even, an
abelian instanton, since it is anti-self-dual, satisfies c1(L)
2 ≤ −2; therefore for m > 12 M
is necessarily singular, with a point-like instanton supported at the singularity. This sort
of singularity in the CFT is outside of the domain of string perturbation theory, and its
resolution is often accompanied by enhanced gauge symmetries and extra matter states.
For m ≤ 12 it is possible to realize the instanton configuration on a smooth M .
Consider M to be the Kummer surface, i.e. T 4/Z2 blown up at the 16 singular points,
with exceptional divisors Ei, i = 0, . . . , 15. These have self intersection Ei · Ej = −2δij .
Consider the 12 linearly independent divisors
D1 = E0 − E5, D5 = E8 − E0, D9 = E7 − E6,
D2 = E1 − E5, D6 = E9 − E2, D10 = E7 − E10,
D3 = E2 − E15, D7 = E10 − E4, D11 = E13 − E12,
D4 = E3 − E15, D8 = E11 − E8, D12 = E13 − E14. (3.12)
Evidently the corresponding line bundles La = [Da] have c1(La)
2 = −4. In addition,∑
a c1(La) = 0 mod 2, so that (3.4) is satisfied. The last point uses the fact (see appendix
B of [58] for a clear presentation of a nice basis of H2(M,Z)) that the classes
I1 =
1
2(E0 + E1 + E2 + E3 + E8 + E9 + E10 + E11),
I2 =
1
2(E0 + E2 + E4 + E6 + E8 + E10 +E12 + E14) (3.13)
are in H2(M,Z). Finally, each La will admit an ASD connection if we take all of the
exceptional divisors to have a common size J(Ea) = j. By taking linear combinations of
the Da we can produce all of the 1 ≤ m ≤ 12 examples. For instance, we obtain the m = 1
example by taking D =
∑12
a=1Da.
17Our Calabi-Yau data mining was greatly expedited by the database of known Calabi-Yau constructions
maintained by B. Jurke at http://cyexplorer.benjaminjurke.net .
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4 Some potential IIA duals of heterotic flux vacua
Having discussed the heterotic worldsheet theory at some length, we now turn to their
potential type II duals. A generic heterotic vacuum will not have a weakly-coupled type II
dual, and to describe its non-perturbative features requires some more general formalism
in the spirit of F-theory. However, there is a non-trivial class of string vacua that include
weakly coupled type II and heterotic limiting points in the moduli space. Identifying these
tractable dual pairs is important since such vacua offer a nice laboratory for studying string
non-perturbative effects. How do heterotic flux vacua fit into this class of theories?
To frame the discussion let us first recall some powerful constraints on possible type
II duals of perturbative heterotic vacua with eight supercharges. Quite early on it was
appreciated that K3-fibered and elliptically-fibered Calabi-Yau three folds should play a
special role in the duality [1, 2, 5]. The K3-fibration structure has a particularly elegant
explanation from the perspective of the heterotic conformal field theory [6]. In the weak
coupling limit, the special Ka¨hler geometry of the vector moduli space has a universal form
determined by a cubic prepotential [17]:
F0 = −γijT iT jS + F 10 (T ) + . . . , γ = diag(+,−, . . . ,−), (4.1)
where S is the axio-dilaton modulus, the T i denote the remaining vector moduli, the F 10
is the one-loop correction, and the . . . signify string non-perturbative corrections. In the
same notation, the prepotential F1 — the coefficient of the R
2 coupling in the effective
four-dimensional theory — has a universal form
F1 = 24S + F
1
1 (T ) + . . . . (4.2)
If we suppose that the type IIA dual of this weakly coupled limit corresponds to a
large radius phase of a compactification on a smooth Calabi-Yau 3-fold Y , then we can
compare the above structure to the type II results. In this case, the structure of the vector
moduli space is completely determined by the A-model topological string associated to Y ,
and neglecting worldsheet and perturbative corrections, the prepotentials are given by
F0 = − i
6
DA ·DB ·DCTATBTC + . . . , F1 = −4πi
12
DA · c2(Y )TA + . . . . (4.3)
Here A = 0, . . . , h1,1(Y ) − 1, {DA} is a basis for the divisor classes on Y , and · denotes
divisor intersection. Comparing this structure to the heterotic result leads to constraints
on the geometry of Y : there exists a distinguished divisor D0 such that D
2
0 · DA = 0
for all A and D0 · c2(Y ) = 24. In addition, it is argued in [3, 6] that convergence of
worldsheet instanton sums requires D0 to be a numerically effective (NEF) divisor, i.e. for
any algebraic curve C in Y , D0 · C ≥ 0. These conditions are sufficient to show that Y is
a K3 fibration, with D0 being the class of the generic fiber [59].
The F-theory perspective identifies another important fibration structure in type II
Calabi-Yau compactifications: Y can be elliptically fibered with section. The conditions
on divisors for the existence of such a fibration were studied in [59] and reviewed in [60]:
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hypersurface h11 h12 ΠK3 ΠE C
Y18 ⊂ P411169 2 272 ✗ ✓ –
Y24 ⊂ P41128,12 3 243 ✓ ✓ ✓
Y12 ⊂ P411226 2 128 ✓ ✗ –
Y8 ⊂ P411222 2 86 ✓ ✗ –
Table 1. Examples of fibration structures in three-folds.
there exists a NEF divisor D1 (the class of the section) with D
3
1 = 0 and D
2
1 ·D2 = 1 for
some other divisor D2. The K3 and elliptic fibrations are compatible if D0 ·D21 = 0. Since
Y is Ka¨hler, and the Ka¨hler class is positive, a manifold with such a structure necessarily
has h1,1(Y ) ≥ 3.
The relevance of this compatible elliptic fibration for heterotic/type II duality is a
consequence of fiberwise application of the duality between F-theory on an elliptically
fibered Calabi-Yau three-fold and heterotic compactification on a K3 [60]: if the heterotic
description has a limit where the T 2 can be taken to be arbitrarily large, then Y admits a
compatible elliptic fibration with at least one section (see [4], in particular proposition 10).18
In table 1 we provide some examples of three-folds, listing their Hodge numbers and note the
existence of a K3 fibration (ΠK3), elliptic fibration with section (ΠE) and their compatibility
(C); many additional examples can be found in [5, 62, 63].
With these facts in hand, we now see that there is a natural guess for weakly coupled
duals to heterotic flux vacua. Since the K3-fibration structure follows from properties of
the heterotic conformal field theory, we still expect the dual geometry Y to be K3-fibered;
however, we have also seen that in a typical heterotic flux vacuum the torus geometry is
fixed, and there is no six-dimensional decompactification limit. Thus, we can expect Y to
lack a compatible elliptic fibration with section. Conversely, given a type II vacuum based
on a K3-fibered Y without an elliptic fibration a perturbative heterotic dual, if it exists,
must necessarily be a heterotic flux vacuum.19
For instance, from our discussion it is clear that the large radius limit of the Y18
hypersurface cannot be dual to a weakly coupled heterotic string, while the remaining
examples can have weakly coupled duals. Indeed, the duals of Y24 and Y12 were proposed
in [1] and subjected to further tests in [64]. The last example is familiar in the context of
mirror symmetry [65, 66]; it and Y12 are the only known examples of a two-parameter K3-
fibered Calabi-Yau three-fold hypersurface in a toric variety. Since neither example has an
elliptic fibration, we do not expect the CFT of the heterotic dual to consist of decoupled T 2
and K3 components. We will construct some new potential heterotic duals for interesting
K3-fibered Y with with low Hodge numbers below. First, however, we will examine some
abelian instanton examples that are closely related to those in section 3.1.
18In N=2 Calabi-Yau compactifications of type II theories the elliptic fibration ensures that the theory
can be lifted to a supersymmetric theory in six dimensions [61].
19This issue is a little bit clouded by T-dual descriptions of principal torus bundle target spaces; we will
discuss this in more detail below.
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4.1 Abelian instanton examples
Let n ∈ {1, 2} label the number of non-trivially fibered cycles of T 2, with corresponding
line bundles L˜I .
20 We consider again the Spin(32)/Z2 string with bundle E = ⊕ma=1La.
For simplicity we will take G∗IJ = aδIJ , b = 0, aIF̂ = 0. Note that this choice of G∗ with
zero Wilson lines does not lead to any enhanced gauge symmetry unless a = α′: the T 2 is
a square torus with equal radii
√
α′/2, and in our conventions the self-dual radius is
√
α′.
As a final simplification, we will also assume that the line bundles L˜I and La correspond
to n+m linearly independent classes in H2(M,Z).
The flux quantization conditions of section 2.5, and in particular (2.63), will be satisfied
if and only if
a
α′
c1(L˜I) ∈ H2(M,Z) . (4.4)
We need the line bundles La to satisfy the global anomaly constraint
m∑
a=1
c1(La) ∈ H2(M, 2Z) . (4.5)
These conditions were not imposed correctly in a previous version of the paper. The cor-
rections made below lead to a modification of the proposed Hodge numbers for the dual type
II geometries. In particular, now every proposed Hodge number pair is realized by a known
Calabi-Yau geometry. Furthermore, a number of vacua with NV = 2 constructed in section
4.3 in the earlier version of the paper turn out to be spurious.
We will now explore the possible values of torus area a as well as choices of ASD line
bundles L˜I and La that are consistent with the Bianchi identity, (4.4), and (4.5), and a
smooth K3 geometry. First, we see that we need
a =
pα′
q
, (4.6)
where p, q are relatively prime positive integers. When this holds (4.4) is satisfied if and
only if there exist line bundles LI such that
L˜I = L⊗qI . (4.7)
In this case the Bianchi identity is recast as
2pq
n∑
I=1
c1(LI)2 +
m∑
a=1
c1(La)
2 = −48 . (4.8)
Provided we can satisfy the conditions of quantization and supersymmetry on a smooth
geometry, then following the discussion in the previous section, we obtain a theory with an
20The n = 0 examples, where the torus is trivially fibered, were discussed in the previous section.
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unbroken gauge algebra u(1)⊕(n−3) ⊕ so(32 − 2m), and the matter spectrum consists of
N ′0H = 20−m− n+ (48 + k − 2m)(m− 1),
N ′+H = (24 − 2m+ k/2) × (32− 2m). (4.9)
This uses the index theorem, the results on flux quantization, and k is the contribution
to (4.8) from the torus fibration:
k = 2pq
n∑
I=1
c1(LI)2 . (4.10)
The hypermultiplets are neutral under u(1)⊕(3−n). At a generic point on the Coulomb
branch the gauge group is broken to a Cartan subgroup U(1)19−n−m, and all charged hyper-
multiplets become massive; a type IIA interpretation therefore corresponds to a Calabi-Yau
manifold with Hodge numbers
h1,1 = 19− n−m , h1,2 = 19−m− n+ (48 + k − 2m)(m− 1) . (4.11)
We will now characterize the k and m that are realized by supersymmetric configura-
tions on smooth M and with properly quantized flux.
Let Da label the divisor associated to the gauge line bundle La, i.e. La = [Da]. If
m 6= 0 we require these to satisfy
J · Da = 0 , Da · Da ≤ −4 ,
m∑
a=1
Da · Da = −(48 + k) ,
m∑
a=1
Da = 2D , (4.12)
where D ∈ H2(M,Z). The first two conditions are required for La to be an abelian
instanton bundle on a smooth K3; the second one is the Bianchi identity, and the last one
is the global anomaly constraint. Clearly we must have
m ≤ 48 + k
4
. (4.13)
We will now argue that k ∈ {−16,−24,−32,−48}.
Since the Da are orthogonal to J and Ω, the intersection pairing on H2(M,R) induces
a negative-definite pairing on the m-dimensional subspace of H2(M,R) generated by the
Da, and therefore we have by the triangle inequality
−(48 + k) =
m∑
a=1
Da · Da ≤ 4D ·D. (4.14)
But D is an integral anti-self-dual divisor, and on a smooth K3 we must have D ·D ≤ −4.
Thus it is not possible to realize k = −40 or k = −36.
On the other hand, constraints from the fibration lead to an upper bound on k. To
avoid the self-dual radius we need to have pq > 1, and for a smooth K3 we need c1(LI)2 ≤
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−4. Therefore, if n = 1 (i.e. one fibered circle), then k ≤ −16, while for n = 2 we need
k ≤ −32. Since c1(LI)2 is also even, the possible k values are very limited. For n = 1 we
obtain
k = −16 ⇐⇒ (pq, c1(L1)2) = (2,−4) ,
k = −24 ⇐⇒ (pq, c1(L1)2) ∈ {(2,−6) , (3,−4)} ,
k = −32 ⇐⇒ (pq, c1(L1)2) ∈ {(2,−8) , (4,−4)} ,
k = −48 ⇐⇒ (pq, c1(L1)2) ∈ {(2,−12) , (3,−8) , (4,−6) , (6,−4)} .
(4.15)
For n = 2 the possibilities are even more meager:
k = −32 ⇐⇒ (pq, c1(L1)2, c1(L2)2) = (2,−4,−4) ,
k = −48 ⇐⇒ (pq, c1(L1)2, c1(L2)2) ∈ {(2,−4,−8) , (2,−6,−6) , (3,−4,−4)} .
(4.16)
Each k value has a realization with n −4–classes and some pq.
Using the example of the Kummer surface discussed above we found explicit realiza-
tions with n+m linearly independent ASD line bundles for every k ∈ {−16,−24,−32,−48}
and 0 ≤ m ≤ (48 + k)/4. Each of these leads to a heterotic flux vacuum and therefore
conjecture IIA dual with Hodge numbers in (4.11). Scanning through the integers, we find
that for n = 1 the (h1,1, h1,2) are in the following list:
{(10, 122) , (11, 119) , (12, 72) , (12, 112) , (13, 69) , (13, 101) , (14, 38) ,
(14, 62) , (14, 86) , (15, 35) , (15, 51) , (15, 67) , (16, 28) , (16, 36) ,
(16, 44) , (17, 17) , (18, 18)} . (4.17)
For n = 2 we obtain a shorter list, which only consists of the underlined pairs. All 17 pairs
of Hodge numbers appear in the Kreuzer–Skarke database of Calabi-Yau three-folds [67],
and all but two ( the pairs (10, 122) and (12, 112)) are realized by K3-fibered three-folds [62].
It would be interesting to determine which of the matched Hodge pairs have known
realizations that admit K3 fibrations and do not admit elliptic fibrations. We leave this for
future investigation and instead turn to some examples with h1,1 = 2.
4.2 IIA/heterotic dual pairs with two vector multiplets
One of the earliest examples of IIA/heterotic duality was obtained as follows [1]. The
E8×E8 heterotic string was compactified to d = 8 on a T 2 with τ = ρ, leading to an
enhanced gauge symmetry U(1)2 × SU(2) × E8×E8. This was then compactified further
on a K3 manifold M with instantons
SU(2)c2=4 × SU(2)c2=10 × SU(2)c2=10 ⊂ SU(2)× E8×E8, (4.18)
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leaving a four-dimensional theory with gauge group U(1)2 × E7×E7 with 3 56s for each
E7. Higgsing the E7×E7 leads to NV = 2 and NH = 129, suggesting a dual Calabi-Yau
geometry with h1,1 = 2 and h1,2 = 128. A comparison of the vector moduli space geometry
in the two descriptions [64] offered a compelling test of the duality.
It is instructive to carry out the same construction with more general values of instan-
ton numbers
SU(2)c2=k0 × SU(2)c2=k1 × SU(2)c2=k2 ⊂ SU(2) × E8×E8, k0 + k1 + k2 = 24. (4.19)
In order to have irreducible SU(2) connections we require k0,1,2 ≥ 2, in which case the
dimension of the moduli space is given by (3.1). Using the decomposition E8 → SU(2)×E7,
under which
248 = (3,1) + (2,56) + (1,133), (4.20)
and the index theorem, we see that the E7×E7-charged matter spectrum consists of21
(12k1 − 2)× (56,1) + (12k2 − 2)× (1,56). (4.21)
A necessary requirement to completely Higgs E7×E7 is k1,2 ≥ 9. If we assume that
complete Higgsing is possible for k1,2 ≥ 9, then on that Higgs branch we obtain a theory
with G = U(1)2 and a number of possibilities for the number of G-neutral hypermultiplets
N0H :
(k1, k2) N
0
H list?
(9, 9) 73 ✓
(9, 10) 101 ✓
(9, 11); (10, 10) 129 ✓
(9, 12); (10, 11) 156 ✗
(9, 13); (10, 12); (11, 11) 184 ✗
(4.22)
The middle row with k1 = k2 = 10 is the example discussed above. What of the first two
rows? The corresponding Calabi-Yau three-folds exist, and they are indeed K3-fibered.
They were constructed as co-dimension 2 complete intersections in toric varieties [63].
There are no known examples of Calabi-Yau three-folds that could realize the spectra of
the last two rows.
Our assumption about complete Higgsing may be too naive in the k = 9 case. The
trouble is that sequential Higgsing G → G1 → G2 → · · · → 1, where at each step a
vacuum expectation value is assigned to a single irreducible representation, does not lead
to complete Higgsing.22 As we discuss in appendix B, there is no trouble in choosing
expectation values of the hypermultiplets so that the stabilizer subgroup is trivial; however,
21Since 56 is pseudo-real, it is possible to have half-hypermultiplets; since pi4(E7) = 0 an odd number of
half-hypermultiplets does not lead to a global anomaly.
22Sequential chains have been extensively studied in the context of type II/heterotic duality, with succes-
sive gaugings often finding a combinatorial interpretation in a “chain” of reflexive polytopes, e.g. [68, 69].
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showing that such a configuration is indeed a supersymmetric vacuum is fairly involved.
We have not been able to find a solution, and furthermore, there is a simple argument
that such configurations cannot be obtained at the level of supergravity.23 However, as
suggested in [70], full Higgsing may nevertheless be possible at some special locus in the
moduli space. We find it encouraging that there exist Calabi-Yau manifolds as potential
duals for k = 9 theories with full Higgsing. It would be interesting to explore this in more
detail and determine whether the “matching” Calabi-Yau manifolds are just a fluke, or
whether complete non-sequential Higgsing is possible for k = 9 at least at some appropriate
locus in the moduli space.
4.3 T-duality orbits
We end our discussion of flux vacua and their duals with a comment on T-duality. Heterotic
compactifications on principal T n bundles admit a rich structure of T-dual orbits, which
include physically equivalent vacua with topologically different backgrounds. For instance,
it is possible to “trade” a fibered torus direction for an abelian instanton embedded in the
gauge group [71].
Despite this large equivalence, it is important to keep in mind that there are non-
trivial restrictions on possible T-dual pairs. For instance, consider the T-duality orbit
of a T 2 × K3 compactification. The perturbative gauge symmetry of the resulting four-
dimensional vacuum necessarily has rank r ≥ 3. Since T-duality is a symmetry of the
conformal field theory, every compactification on the T-duality orbit will have the same
gauge group. So, a heterotic flux vacuum with r < 3 cannot be on a T-duality orbit of
a theory with a trivial fibration. Of course theories can still be related by motion in the
moduli space; however, that goes beyond considerations of T-duality orbits.
5 Fibered WZW models with (0,2)+(0,4) supersymmetry
In this section we return to consider the NV = 2, NH = 129 example of [1]. Our goal is to
demonstrate that the heterotic description can be thought of as a flux vacuum, where the
toroidal degrees of freedom are fibered over a K3 base M . The idea is simple: we present
the torus with τ = ρ as a WZW model and then construct the (0,2)+(0,4) fibration over a
K3 M by gauging the left-moving SU(2) symmetry of the WZW theory.
This is of course not a new idea. Gauged WZW models [72, 73] have been used to
construct examples of (0,2)-preserving vacua [74]. The construction of heterotic flux vacua
in this fashion was exploited in [75], where a gauged WZW model was coupled to a gauged
linear sigma model description of the base. The novelty of our presentation of the fibration
over the NLSM is the manifest (0,2)+(0,4) worldsheet supersymmetry.
5.1 WZW models with (0,1) supersymmetry
To construct the gauge-invariant action the worldsheet Σ is presented as a boundary of
a three-manifold N : ∂N = Σ; we fix a Lie group G with Lie algebra g, a representation
23The unbroken gauge group arises as the commutant of the gauge connection valued in H ⊂ E8. E6 is
the largest subgroup of E8 that admits irreducible connections with k = 9, so H is at most E6, leading to
a spacetime gauge group of at least SU(3).
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ρ : G→ GL(Vρ), denote maps Σ→ ρ(G) by g and their extensions toN by g˜; the associated
Maurer-Cartan form pulled back to Σ (N) is denoted ω (ω˜); ω = g−1dg. Finally, we
introduce a set of worldsheet fermions χ ∈ ρ(g)⊗K1/2Σ .
The level k ∈ Z≥0 (0,1) supersymmetric WZW action is [76, 77]
SG =
k
4π
∫
Σ
d2z
[
trρ{∂g−1∂¯g} − trρ{χ∂χ}
]− ik
12π
∫
N
trρ{ω˜3}. (5.1)
The representation ρ is the smallest representation for which e−SG is independent of the
choice of N for any integer k. For instance, for G = SU(n) ρ is the fundamental represen-
tation. In what follows we will drop the representation label ρ.
Under variations δg and δχ, the change in the action is
δSG =
k
2π
∫
d2z
[
tr{g−1δg∂ωz} − tr{δχ∂χ}
]
. (5.2)
Defining
ω ≡ ωz = g−1∂¯g, ω = ∂gg−1 = gωzg−1, (5.3)
and using the identity ∂¯ω = g∂ωg−1, we find the equations of motion
∂ω = 0, ∂¯ω = 0, ∂χ = 0. (5.4)
The action SG is invariant under the (0,1) supersymmetry
iQ1 · g = gχ, iQ1 · χ = −(ω + χχ). (5.5)
We wish to couple this theory to the base NLSM for a K3 M with action24
Sbase =
1
2πα′
∫
d2z
[
(gµν +Bµν)∂φ
µ∂¯φν + gµνψ
µ∂ψν + ∂φλψµψν(Γµλν − 12dBµλν)
]
.
(5.6)
This is invariant under iQ1 · φµ = ψµ and iQ1 · ψµ = −∂¯φµ.
5.2 The fibration
The currents ω and ω correspond to the chiral symmetries δg = U(z)g + gV (z), where
U, V ∈ g. The fibration is achieved by demanding that the total action is invariant under
δg = Ug, where U is the pull-back to the worldsheet of a map M → g. This requires the
introduction of a g-valued gauge field A with δUA = −dU − [A,U ]. In what follows, we
will use a short-hand to denote various pull-backs of A:
Az ≡ Aµ∂φµ, Az ≡ Aµ∂¯φµ, Aψ ≡ Aµψµ. (5.7)
24In this section latin indices are the coordinate indices on M . We will ignore the left-moving fermions
as they play no essential role in the fibration.
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Gauge invariance of the bosonic theory
The first step in constructing a gauge-invariant theory is to introduce the minimal coupling
ωAz to cancel
δUSG =
k
2π
∫
d2z tr{U∂¯ω}. (5.8)
The resulting action is still not gauge-invariant, but there is a unique coupling quadratic
in A such that δU (SG + SA) takes a canonical form [77]. Namely, we take
SbosA = −
k
4π
∫
d2z tr{AzAz + 2ωAz}, so that (5.9)
δUS
bos
A = −δUSbosG +
k
4π
∫
d2z tr{UdAµν}∂φµ∂¯φν . (5.10)
The last term can be canceled by a transformation of the B-field:
δUB = −α
′k
2
tr{UdA}, (5.11)
leading to a gauge-invariant three-form
H ≡ dB − α
′k
2
CS3(A). (5.12)
Note that here the shift dB → H arises at the level of the classical action. Including the
one-loop contributions we described above will shift H by CS3(S+) and CS3(A), but we
will concentrate on the classical terms due to gauging the WZW symmetry.
A supersymmetric fibration
It is possible to extend the construction to maintain (0,1) supersymmetry. It turns out that
supersymmetry requires us to postulate gauge transformations of the χ: δUχ = g
−1dUµgψ
µ,
and the action takes a simple form when written in terms of the gauge-invariant fermions
X ≡ χ+ g−1Aψg.25 The supersymmetry transformations, when written in terms of X are
a bit more complicated:
iQ1 · g = gX −Aψg, iQ1 · X = −(ω + XX + g−1(Az − 12Fµνψµψν)g), (5.13)
25These might with good reason remind the reader of the gauge-invariant ΨI = ψI +AIiψ
i we met in the
torus fibration.
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where F = dA+A2. The full supersymmetric fibered action is then a sum of three terms:
SG =
k
4π
∫
Σ
d2z
[
tr{∂g−1∂¯g} − tr{X∂X}] − ik
12π
∫
N
tr{ω˜3},
Sbase =
1
2πα′
∫
d2z
[
(gµν +Bµν)∂φ
µ∂¯φν + gµνψ
µ∂ψν + ∂φλψµψν(Γµλν − 12Hµλν)
]
,
SA = − k
4π
∫
d2z tr{AzAz + 2ω(Az − 12Fµνψµψν)−AzFµνψµψν}. (5.14)
All the fermionic terms are explicitly gauge-invariant except for the term proportional to
tr{(ω +Az)Fµν}; it is not hard to show that it too is gauge-invariant.
Projection of the right-moving fermions
The degrees of freedom of the fibered WZW theory are not quite appropriate for our
heterotic considerations: there are too many right-moving fermions X . The left and right
central charges of the (0,1) WZW theory are
c =
k dim g
k + hg
, c = c+
dim g
2
. (5.15)
For our application we need a level 1 g = su(2) ⊕ u(1) current algebra with (c, c) = (2, 3).
To obtain the correct theory the X should be valued in the Cartan subalgebra h ⊂ g.
To carry out this reduction of degrees of freedom in a supersymmetric fashion, we pick
a projector Πh : g→ h satisfying
tr{xΠh(y)} = tr{yΠh(x)} for all x, y ∈ g . (5.16)
By construction Πh(X ) = X , and we form a modified supercharge Qnew1 = Qold1 on φ,ψ
and g, while
iQnew1 · X = iΠh(Qold · X ) = −Πh(ω + XX − g−1(iQ1 ·Aψ +A2ψ)g). (5.17)
This remains a symmetry of the action since we only modified the variation of the X and
tr{(Qold1 · X )∂X} = tr{(Qold1 · X )Πh∂X} = tr{(Qnew1 · X )∂X}. (5.18)
This result holds for a general sub-algebra h ⊂ g. When h is a Cartan subalgebra there
are some important simplifications. For instance, we can drop the XX term from iQ1 · X ;
also (Q1)
2 · X = ∂¯X . Note, however, that (Q1)2 · g is not just a standard translation; even
for A = 0 and h Cartan, we find (Q1)
2 · g = gΠhg−1∂¯g.
5.3 Enhanced supersymmetry
We will now show that the supersymmetry can be further enhanced to the (0,2)+(0,4)
structure. The first step is to establish the necessary U(1) × SU(2) R-symmetries with
generators r and Ra as in section 2.4. The U(1) generator r corresponds to a trace-
compatible complex structure on h [74]. That is, a map I : h → h satisfying I2 = −1
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and
trh{xI(y)} = − trh{I(x)y} for all x, y ∈ h . (5.19)
This is an integrable complex structure on the corresponding Lie group H if I satisfies
an analogue of the vanishing of the Nijenhuis tensor.26 This holds for h abelian. Having
chosen such an I, we take the non-trivial action of the R-symmetry generators as
r · X = −iI(X ), Ra · ψµ = −iKµaνψν , (5.20)
where the Ka are the three anti-commuting complex structures of the baseM . Recall from
section 2.4 that the three Hermitian forms Jaµλ ≡ Kνaµgνλ satisfy dJa = β ∧ Ja. These are
symmetries of the full fibered action provided that the curvature F of the fibration is ASD,
and H = − ∗g β, as in section 2.4.
Diagonal (0,2) supersymmetries
The remaining supercharges can be constructed via commutators of the R-charges and Q1,
but there is a slight complication as compared to the construction given above: Because
P ≡ Q21 does not simply act as ∂¯ on g, it is not obvious that the R-symmetries commute
with P . However, an explicit computation shows this to be the case. We just give the
details for
[(iQ1)
2, r] · g = iQ1 · (igI(X )) + [iQ1, r] · (gX −Aψg)
= i(gX −Aψg)I(X )− gI(Q1 · X ) + igI(X )X + gI(Q1 · X ) + iAψgI(X )
= 0. (5.21)
Using the ASD property of F we can also show [(iQ1)
2, Ra] · g = 0.
Let us show that Q1, P , R ≡ r + R3 and Q2 ≡ i[Q1,R] satisfy a (0,2) algebra. The
statement is obvious on the base fields. On the WZW fields we find
Q2 · g = −R · (iQ1 · g) = igIX −AK3ψg,
Q2 · X = iQ1 · (−iI(X )) −R · (iQ1 · X ) = I(Q1X ). (5.22)
Because R commutes with P , the algebra will close as expected provided we can show
i[R,Q2] = iQ1. This indeed holds:
i[R,Q2] · g = iRQ2 · g = iR[igI(X )− iAJψg] = igI2(X ) − iAJ 2ψg
= −igX + iAψg = Q1 · g;
i[R,Q2] · X = iR · (I(Q1 · X )) − iQ2 · (−iI(X )) = −I2(Q1 · X ) = Q1 · X . (5.23)
Clearly we generate a second (0,2) symmetry by sending r→ −r.
26A complex structure I on a Lie algebra with generators T i and bracket [Ti, Tj ] = C
k
ij Tk is integrable
iff C nij I
k
nI
i
m−C
n
im I
k
nI
i
j+C
k
mj −C
k
in I
i
mI
n
j = 0. Such structures exist on all even-dimensional Lie algebras,
leading to many examples of non-Ka¨hler complex manifolds [78].
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Further enhancement to (0,2)+(0,4)
We will now demonstrate further enhancement with (0,2) generators qA, r, p with non-
trivial commutation relations
[r, qA] = iǫABqB, {qA, qB} = 2δABp (5.24)
and (0,4) generators Ra, Q0, Qa and P with non-trivial commutators
[Ra, Rb] = 2iǫabcRc, [Ra, Q0] = iQa, [Ra, Qb] = −iδabQ0 + iǫabcQc,
{Qa, Qb} = 2δabP, Q20 = P. (5.25)
The strategy is the same as in [27]. Using the two diagonal (0,2) sub-algebras constructed
above, we define the generators
q2 ≡ −i[r,Q1], q1 ≡ i[r,Q2], p ≡ q22,
Qa ≡ −i[Ra,Q1], Q0 ≡ Q1 − q1, P ≡ P − p. (5.26)
Since r annihilates the base fields, we see that r, qA, p leave (φ,ψ) invariant, whileQ0, Qa, Ra
and P generate a (0,4) algebra on them, with the explicit generators acting as
Q0 · φµ = −iψµ, Q0 · ψµ = i∂¯φµ,
Qa · φµ = −iKµaνψν , Qa · ψµ = −iKµaν ∂¯φν − iKµaν,ρψνψρ. (5.27)
The action on the WZW fields is
q1 · g = −igX , q2 · g = +igI(X ), Q0 · g = iAψg, Qa · g = −iAKaψg,
q1 · X = Q1 · X , q2 · X = I(Q1 · X ), Q0 · X = 0, Qa · X = 0. (5.28)
Using Jacobi identities we can show that the algebra will close to (0,2)+(0,4) if and only if
[r,Ra] = 0, [Ra, Rb] = 2iǫabcRc,
[Ra, qA] = 0, [r, q1] = iq2, [Ra, Qb] + [Rb, Qa] = 0, a 6= b. (5.29)
These are satisfied on (φ,ψ), so all that remains is to check the relations on g and X . The
first two are obviously satisfied; next we have
[Ra, qA] · g = Ra · (qA · g) = 0; [Ra, qA] · X = Ra · (qA · X ) = 0. (5.30)
It is also easy to see
[r, q1] · g = r · (q1 · g) = −ir · (gX ) = −gI(X ) = iq2 · g,
[r, q1] · X = −q1 · (r · X ) = iI(Q1 · X ) = iq2 · X . (5.31)
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Finally, we have [Ra, Qb] · X = 0 and
[Ra, Qb] · g = Ra · (Qb · g) = −AKbKaψ. (5.32)
Since {Ka,Kb} = −2δab, we see that for a 6= b
([Ra, Qb] + [Rb, Qa]) · g = −A{Kb,Ka}ψ = 0. (5.33)
Thus, the fibered WZW construction of the NV = 2, NH = 129 example from [1] realizes
the expected (0,2)+(0,4) supersymmetry. It is indeed a heterotic flux vacuum, where the
symmetry currents of T 2 (in this case enhanced to su(2)⊕u(1)) are gauged over a K3 base.
The Chern-Simons form for the connection associated to the fibered su(2) contributes to
H in the same fashion as that of the connection A for the left-moving fermions, but the
requisite shift and accompanying terms in the action can already be seen at tree-level in
α′.
6 Discussion
We explored a number of aspects of perturbative heterotic vacua with N=2 spacetime
supersymmetry in four dimensions. The requirement of (0,2)+(0,4) worldsheet supersym-
metry leads to stringent constraints on the background geometry and bundle, essentially
reducing the non-trivial geometric structure to a choice of bundle over a K3 surface. The
existence of these vacua requires a balancing between tree-level and one-loop terms in the
α′ expansion, and the massless deformations are constrained by flux quantization. We
explored these effects from the worldsheet perspective, and the qualitative conclusion is
that, as far as geometric vacua are concerned, we have a fairly complete description. This
is should be contrasted with N=1 heterotic vacua, where there is not even a topological
classification of base manifolds; moreover, genuine non-geometric vacua are expected to be
at least as ubiquitous as geometric ones [79].
The main motivation for our study was to understand how heterotic flux vacua fit into
type II/heretoric duality. Fairly basic considerations lead to the hypothesis that the type
II duals of heterotic vacua should be based on K3-fibered three-folds lacking a compatible
elliptic fibration with section. Following this, we constructed a number of interesting
potential dual pairs. It will be interesting to test the proposal in more detail and use it
to extend the class of known dual pairs. One of the surprises of our exploration was the
possibility of non-sequential Higgsing raised in section 4.2; it would be nice to settle this
either affirmatively or negatively.
Another interesting direction to pursue is to explore the duality by starting with the
d = 8 equivalence between F-theory on a K3 and the heterotic string on T 2.27 Fibering
these dual descriptions over a base K3 should provide a concrete proposal not only for
potential dual pairs but also for the map of the corresponding moduli spaces. This set of
27This has already been used in explorations of N=2, d = 4 dualities [80], and more recently for the
purpose of identifying non-geometric heterotic backgrounds in [79].
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examples may also be a useful laboratory for exploring F-theoretic G-flux in a controlled
(i.e. N=2 ) setting, as in, e.g. [81]. We hope to return to these questions in the future.
A Details of the background field expansion
The computation of the effective action quoted in (2.16) proceeds in three steps, all of them
reasonably well-understood.
First, we split the fields into a background and quantum contributions, using geodesic
normal coordinates. We then expand the action about a background that satisfies the
classical equations of motion, keeping terms quadratic in the quantum fields. This is
sufficient to compute the effective action to quadratic order in A and S+. The necessary
methodology is well described in [82].
Second, we evaluate the quadratic contributions to the effective action. As these are
one-loop computations, there is no need for supergraph machinery; instead, we compute
directly using superspace OPEs, taking care to regularize divergences and evaluating con-
tributions from certain canonical contact terms. The latter were described in [83].
Finally, by using the background equations of motion, we isolate the non-covariant
terms. We then check that the gauge variation of these terms can be canceled by adding a
local counter-term and shifting B appropriately. Our final result agrees with [19], but we
hope that presenting the additional details makes the derivation a bit clearer.
A.1 Covariant background superfields
Let Φ˜(s) and Λ˜(s) denote a one-parameter family of fields with derivatives
Σs ≡ d
ds
Φ˜(s), Xs ≡ d
ds
Λ˜ + ΣµAµ(Φ˜)Λ˜ (A.1)
that satisfy the parallel transport equations
Σ˙λs + Γ
λ
µν(Φ˜)Σ
µ
sΣ
ν
s = 0, ∇sXs = 0, (A.2)
with ∇s the covariant derivative constructed with the gauge connection A(Φ˜). The back-
ground (Φ,Λ) specifies the initial values Φ˜(0) = Φ and Λ˜(0) = Λ, and we take the quantum
fields to be Σ ≡ Σs=0 and X ≡ Xs=0. With this in mind, we obtain the action for the
fluctuations by solving the geodesic equations in a power-series around s = 0 and expanding
S(Φ˜, Λ˜) =
∞∑
n=0
sn
n!
Sn(Φ,Λ;Σ,X ). (A.3)
The n-th term is the O(n) term in the expansion of the action in the fluctuating fields. The
great virtue of this “geodesic expansion”, appreciated early on [84, 85], is that the resulting
quantum action is explicitly target space diffeomorphism-invariant. As emphasized in [82],
extracting the terms order by order is greatly simplified by using a covariant derivative and
not the naive d/ds. If we assume that the background fields satisfy the classical equations
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of motion (2.8), then the O(s) terms vanish, and the leading terms in the expansion of (2.7)
have the action S2 =
1
4π
∫
d2zL2 with
L2 = gαβD−z ΣαD+θ Σβ +ΣαΣβ∂ΦµDΦν
[
Rµαβν +
1
2
∇αHβµν + 1
4
HγµαHδνβg
γδ
]
− X TDθX + 2DΦµΣνX TFνµΛ+ 12ΣνDθΣµΛTFνµΛ+ 12DΦµΣνΣλΛT∇λFνµΛ,
(A.4)
where
DθX = DX +DΦAµX , (A.5)
H ≡ dB, and
D−z Σ
α = ∂Σα + ∂Φµ(Γαµγ − 12Hαµγ)Σγ , D+θ Σβ = DΣβ +DΦν(Γβνδ + 12Hβνδ)Σδ. (A.6)
The final step is to re-express the Σµ in terms of the more convenient frame bundle fields
Σa. We introduce a vielbein eaµ and its inverse E
aµ such that gµν = e
a
µe
a
ν and write the
action in terms of Σa = eaµΣ
µ. The result is
L2 = (∂Σa + ∂ΦλS−abλ Σb)(DΣa +DΦµS+acµ Σc) + ΣaΣb∂ΦµDΦνR+µabν
− X T (DX +DΦλAλX ) + 2DΦµΣaX TFaµΛ
+ 12Σ
a(DΣb +DΦλωbcλ Σc)ΛTFabΛ + 12DΦµΣaΣbΛT∇bFaµΛ, (A.7)
where
R+µabν = E
α
aE
β
b
[
Rµαβν +
1
2
∇αHβµν + 1
4
HγµαHδνβg
γδ
]
, (A.8)
ω is the torsion-free, metric compatible spin connection, and, as in (2.11),
S±abλ = ωabλ ± 12EaσEbνHσλν . (A.9)
A.2 The quadratic effective action
Having written down the quadratic action, we are ready to compute the one-loop corrections
to the effective action that are quadratic in the background fields A, S± and ω. This is a
very special set of terms because we can compute them just by considering the terms in
L2; we do not need the O(s3) or higher terms in the quantum action.
Free theory and supersymmetric contact terms
We expand around the free theory with action
Sfree =
1
4π
∫
d2zdθ
[
∂ΣaDΣa − X TDX ] . (A.10)
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The super OPEs
Σa(z1)Σ
b(z2) ∼ −δab log(z12(z12 − θ1θ2)) XA(z1)XB(z2) ∼ δ
AB
z12
(A.11)
determine all correlators by Wick’s theorem. It is a familiar fact that sufficiently singular
functions of z12 are non-holomorphic due to contact terms (e.g. ∂¯1z
−1
12 = 2πδ
2(z12, z12));
similarly, they also carry a θ dependence if we wish them to be supersymmetric [83]. That
is
ξ(Q1 +Q2) 1
z12
= 0 =⇒ ∂θ1
1
z12
= −2πθ2δ2(z12, z12). (A.12)
In fact, one can define a θ-independent “principal part” of z−112 by
1
z12
= P
1
z12
− 2πθ1θ2δ2(z12, z12). (A.13)
An important consequence for what follows is
D1z−112 = 2π(θ1 − θ2)δ2(z12, z12). (A.14)
The interaction Lagrangian
To express the interaction Lagrangian of (A.7) succinctly, we introduce a short-hand for
various pull-backs from the target space; for example, S±abθ ≡ DΦµS±abµ , S±abz ≡ ∂ΦµS±abµ ,
etc. With this notation the interaction terms linear in the background are
Lint = ∂ΣaS+abθ Σb +DΣa(S−abz − 12ΛTFabΛ)Σb − X TAθX
− 2ΣaX TFaθΛ+ ΣaΣb(R+z(ab)θ − 12ΛT∇(bFa)θΛ). (A.15)
At quadratic order, the terms in the first line have no non-trivial contractions with those in
the second line.28 Since the contractions among terms from the second line yield explicitly
covariant terms, we can concentrate on the quadratic terms due to
L′int = ∂ΣaS+abθ Σb +DΣaT abΣb − X TAθX , T ab ≡ S−abz − 12ΛTFabΛ. (A.16)
At quadratic order in the background, the possible contractions of these interactions yield
either O(A2) or O(S2+) terms; we consider these in turn.
The X contributions
The O(A2) correction to the partition function is
∆ZX =
1
2
∫
d2z1d
2z2dθ2dθ1
(4π)2
〈X T1 A1θX1 × X T2 A2θX2〉, (A.17)
28Either a full contraction is impossible, or it is zero due to symmetry properties under a↔ b.
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where the correlator is to be evaluated with free field OPEs. The result, interpreted as a
term in the effective action, is
∆SX = −
∫
d2z1d
2z2dθ2dθ1
(4π)2
tr{A1θA2θ}
z212
. (A.18)
As in the main text, the subscripts 1 and 2 refer to the superspace insertion of the field;
thus A1θ ≡ Aµ(Φ(z1))D1Φ(z1), and D1 = ∂θ1 + θ1∂¯1.
The Σ contributions
The O(S2+) terms are somewhat more involved. The main complication is due to the
logarithm in the Σ1Σ2 OPE. The resulting logarithms lead to IR divergences in the z1,2
integrals. To handle these we regulate the OPE in a supersymmetric manner. Introducing
the supersymmetric invariants θ12 ≡ θ1 − θ2 and ζ12 ≡ z12 − θ1θ2, we take the regulated
two-point function to be
〈Σa1Σb2〉 = −δab∆12, ∆12 ≡ log(z12ζ12 + ℓ2), (A.19)
where ℓ is a regulating lengthscale. Note that this is still explicitly supersymmetric, because
R ≡ z12ζ12 + ℓ2 (A.20)
is annihilated by (Q1 +Q2). With this regulator, we obtain
∆SΣ =
∫
d2z1d
2z2dθ2dθ1
(4π)2
[
1
2 tr{S+1θS+2θ}X + tr{S+1θT2}Y + 12 tr{T1T2}Z
]
, (A.21)
where
X =
1
2
∂1∂2∆
2
12 − 2∂1∆12∂2∆12,
Y = −1
2
∂1D2∆212 + 2∆12∂1D2∆12,
Z = ∆12D1D2∆12 −D1∆12D2∆12. (A.22)
To simplify these terms, we first note that since D1∆12 = z12θ12R−1, the second term in
Z vanishes. The second term in X has a simple ℓ→ 0 limit:
−2∂1∆12∂2∆12 = 2ζ
2
12
(z12ζ12 + ℓ
2)2
−→
ℓ→0
2
z212
; (A.23)
while the second term in Y is actually a UV-divergent local term since
∂1D2∆12 = θ12 ℓ
2
(z12z12 + ℓ2)2
−→
ℓ→0
2πθ12δ
2(z12). (A.24)
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Thus, up to a local counter-term, we find ∆SΣ = ∆S1 +∆S2 with
∆S1 =
∫
d2z1d
2z2dθ2dθ1
(4πz12)2
tr{S+1θS+2θ},
∆S2 =
∫
d2z1d
2z2dθ2dθ1
4(4π)2
tr{(∂1S+1θ −D1T1)(∂2S+2θ −D2T2)}∆212. (A.25)
The second contribution looks complicated, but fortunately we need not consider it. Up
to terms of higher order in the background and using the classical equations of motion for
Φ and Λ, we find
∂S+abθ −DT ab = DΦµ∂Φλ(dωabλµ + 12Ha bµ ,λ + 12Ha bλ ,µ). (A.26)
This is invariant under the linearized Lorentz transformations, and we expect that incorpo-
ration of higher order terms in the background will provide a fully covariant form for ∆S2.
So, the non-covariant terms in the O(S2+) contribution to the one-loop effective action have,
up to a crucial minus sign, the same form as ∆SA, and the combined non-covariant terms
are
∆S =
∫
d2z1d
2z2dθ2dθ1
(4π)2
tr{S+1θS+2θ} − tr{A1θA2θ}
z212
. (A.27)
To obtain the final form quoted in the text, we use z−212 = ∂2z
−1
12 and rewrite ∂Aθ in a more
convenient way up to background fields’ equations of motion and higher order terms in A:
∂Aθ = ∂DΦλAλ = DΦλ∂ΦρAλ,ρ = DΦλ∂ΦρdAρλ +D(Az). (A.28)
This agrees with the results originally obtained in [19] and quoted above in (2.16).
B N=2 Higgsing, sequential and otherwise
Consider an N=2 four-dimensional gauge theory with gauge group G (Lie algebra g) and
hypermultiplets transforming in ⊕αrα, where rα label irreducible representations of g.
Each hypermultiplet has four real scalars, and each vector multiplet contributes an addi-
tional complex scalar. N = 2 supersymmetric vacua correspond to zeroes of the scalar
potential, and the Higgs branch is the set of vacua where the vector multiplet scalars are
set to zero.
To describe the remaining constraints on the hypermultiplet expectation values on the
Higgs branch, it is convenient to use an N=1 superspace description, where a hypermultiplet
in r is represented by two chiral multiplets Q and Q˜ transforming in r and r respectively.29
The constraints on the scalar expectation values then arise as N=1 D and F terms [88].
Denoting the Hermitian generators of g in rα by Mrα , the supersymmetry conditions are
29This is all well-known; a clear presentation is given in [86, 87]. We find it convenient to think of Q
as column and Q˜ as row vectors; we will also label the expectation values of the scalar fields by the same
letters as the chiral multiplets.
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that for every Mrα we have
(F-terms)
∑
α
Q˜αMrαQα = 0, (D-terms)
∑
α
Q†αMrαQα − Q˜αMrαQ˜†α = 0. (B.1)
For general G and matter content this describes a complicated hyper-Ka¨hler quotient space.
In general this is a reducible affine variety with many components of different dimensions
and with different unbroken gauge symmetry. Some well-studied cases are the classical
gauge groups with matter in fundamental representations [88, 89]; more recently there has
been interesting work on more exotic theories, e.g. [90–92]. However, we are not aware
of any algorithmic answer even to the very coarse question of when G can be broken
completely.
Since the N = 2 Higgs mechanism requires a vector multiplet to eat a full hypermul-
tiplet, it is clear that a necessary condition is that the number of G-charged hypers should
be greater than dimG. However, this is certainly not sufficient. For instance [89], for
G = SO(nc) with nf hypermultiplets in nc this necessary condition for complete Higgsing
is 2nf ≥ nc − 1, but full Higgsing is only possible when nf ≥ nc.
It is much simpler to give sufficient conditions for partial Higgsing. For instance,
suppose we have a hypermultiplet in a real representation r, so that the generators Mr
can be taken to be pure imaginary and hence anti-symmetric. Then it is easy to see that
Q = Q˜ = v for any real vector v ∈ r will solve the F- and D-terms. The unbroken gauge
group is then the stabilizer subgroup H ⊂ G of the real vector v. In particular, we can
always Higgs SO(nc) with nf fundamental hypermultiplets to H = SO(nc − 1), nf − 1
fundamental and nf H-neutral hypermultiplets.
When r is complex or pseudo-real it is not in general possible to Higgs the theory by
just giving an expectation value to a single hypermultiplet. The classic example of this
is G = SU(nc) with a single hypermultiplet in the fundamental [88]. Denoting the color
index by i, the D- and F-term equations are equivalent to
Q˜iQj = νδ
i
j , Q
†iQj − Q˜iQ†j = ρδij, ν ∈ C, ρ ∈ R. (B.2)
Without loss of generality we can assume Q 6= 0; the first equation then requires Q˜ = 0
and ν = 0, in which case the second equation has no solution.
We can do better when there are two or more hypermultiplets transforming in r.
Denoting the N = 1 components of two of these by (Q, Q˜) and (q, q˜), we can solve the
D-terms by setting Q˜ = 0, q = 0, and q˜† = Q = v for some v ∈ r.
The E7 theory with k half-hypermultiplets in 56
Having covered those basic generalities, we turn to the E7 example discussed in the text.
For k ≥ 4 there are at least two full hypermultiplets in the pseudo-real 56, and by the
discussion above we see that we can Higgs E7 to a stabilizer of a complex vector v ∈ 56.
From the decomposition of 56 = 27+27+2×1 under an E6 subgroup, we see that we can
choose v so that the stabilizer is E6. On this Higgs branch we obtain k−2 hypermultiplets
in 27 and (k− 1) E6-singlets. If we assume k > 4, then using the steps outlined above, we
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proceed to further sequential breaking via
E6 → SO(10)→ SO(9)→ SO(8)→ SO(7)→ G2 → SU(3) (B.3)
with a matter spectrum in the final step given by
6(k − 5)× 3+ 5(2k − 7)× 1. (B.4)
When k > 5 there is plenty of matter to break SU(3) completely, but for k = 5 this sequence
does not allow full breaking. When k = 4 this chain terminates at SO(8).
Possible non-sequential Higgsing
There is, however, another possibility: instead of breaking the gauge groups in steps, we
might try to contrive the expectation values in such a way as to break the full group at once.
In making such an attempt, there are two questions to consider: can we assign expectation
values so that the stabilizer (i.e. the little group) of the configuration is trivial? can we do
so while preserving supersymmetry?
As far as trivial stabilizer is concerned, the answer is affirmative. A complex vector v
in the 27 of E6 has four E6 invariants that can be constructed from the invariant tensors
δab and d
abc of the fundamental representation:
vavbvcd
abc ∈ C, and vava, vavbdabcvdveddec ∈ R. (B.5)
These can be identified in a reasonably straightforward fashion by decomposing 27 with
respect to SO(10) [93] or to SU(3)3 [94]. An octonionic discussion in terms of SL(3, O) rep-
resentations was given in [95]. The stabilizer of v depends on the values of the invariants.
It is certainly possible to choose them so that v is stabilized by either F4 or SO(10). How-
ever, the most generic choice leads to a smaller stabilizer of SO(8). Two more independent
vectors of 27 are sufficient to reduce the stabilizer from SO(8) to 1.
The real question, however, is whether the expectation values of the 3 27s can be
chosen to lead to trivial stabilizer and to satisfy the supersymmetry conditions. We have
not been able to find such a solution, nor have we been able to show that complete breaking
is impossible.
The failure of the particular sequence of Higgsing above should not dismay us.30 For
instance, in a SQCD theory with G = SU(2r) and nf = 2r flavors there is a Higgs branch
with an unbroken SU(r) symmetry and no charged matter, but there is also a branch where
G is completely broken [88]. However, it may be [70] that full Higgsing only takes place at
some special locus in the moduli space where an enhanced gauge group is accompanied by
appearance of extra hypermultiplets.
30This non-pessimistic note was made in [70].
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